
CV2Go
Real-Time Case Information  
at Your Fingertips

Are you constantly on the go and challenged  

to stay up-to-date on all your cases and court 

scheduled events?

Let CV2Go send you alerts – and the information you need!  

CV2Go is a service that automatically notifies you of filings, 

changes to your court cases, and updates for your court schedules. 

Once you register to receive notifications, CV2Go sends alerts 

directly to your email inbox. Want to be alerted on your mobile 

device? It’s simple—just add your device(s) to CV2Go and it handles 

the rest!

Use the CV2Go iCal (calendar) feed to stay on top of your 

scheduled court events, too. You’ll never need to add a court 

hearing to your personal calendar again - just let CV2Go update 

it for you. The CV2Go app provides you with relevant case 

transactions happening at the court in real-time, meaning you can 

be notified of updates immediately.

Visit the CV2Go portal at www.mycv2go.com and register now to 

instantly begin receiving case and calendar notifications. Managing 

your CV2Go service is easy - simply set your filter preferences on 

the portal. 

CV2Go also offers special Law Firm Account Management features 

on the portal to allow CV2Go Law Firm administrators to establish 

and coordinate multiple accounts for your firm.

The calendar keeps me up-to-date and I am 

usually notified through the calendar function 

before I receive the paper notice from the court. 

It’s definitely a great service and I would 

recommend CV2Go to other attorneys.

Michael Xavier, Attorney

“

CV2Go is a notification subscription service that 

automatically informs attorneys with updates to 

their cases and calendars.
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Get Notified— 
Your Way
As a CV2Go subscriber, you may choose how you want to be 

notified. If your schedules and cases span multiple courts,  

CV2Go automatically consolidates this information and alerts you 

by your chosen notification method. Choose one, or choose all.

• Email and Calendar Feed (iCal)

• Mobile Apps (iOS, Android)

Case Notifications

Save valuable time by subscribing to updates from participating 

court(s) through the CV2Go service to be notified about 

changes to your cases. It’s easy to register individually or on 

behalf of your law firm, then assign a single account manager 

for the entire group.

Popular Calendar Feeds

Stay up-to-date with court events as they are scheduled, 

continued, reset, reassigned, or changed in any way. Plus – your 

court calendar can be synced with your personal calendar 

making it easy to check for conflicts whether across cases, 

locations, or personal activities.
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Quick. Straightforward. Economical. That’s CV2Go!


Automatic updates from 

participating courts


Register individually or  

for your entire firm


Convenient anytime/ 

anywhere access

About equivant

We are driven by a justice system that instills confidence through its processes and is accessible to all 
citizens. Like you, equivant aims to embrace community while advancing justice and deliver better 
outcomes to all who touch the justice system. We do this through our deep domain knowledge, modern 
technologies, and expert services that help promote public and individual safety by informing decisions at 
every step. As fellow stewards of justice, equivant is committed to your mission and we value your ideals. 
Our people operate with fairness and integrity, believing that there is no such thing as “good enough”.
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